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After his studies in Braunschweig, Manfred Pernice moved 
to the Hochschule der Künste in Berlin. Since the mid 
1990’s the artist lives there and since participated in 
Biennales at Berlin, Lyon and Venice and also had a solo 
show at the Musee d'Art Moderne de la Ville in Paris in 
1998 (entitled Mélancolie hermétique). Yet his praxis 
remains largely unknown to a wider audience in Spain. 
Last year in Germany I saw a lager body of works at the 
project space DC of Museum Ludwig in Cologne and then 
his participation at the fourth Sculpture Projects Münster.  

Similar to Thomas Hirschhorn who has developed 
brown tape and cardboard into trademark materials, 
Pernice ‘s work can be identified through the frequent use 
of found and second hand chipboard and plywood. Like 
Hirschhorn’s structures the installations of Pernice make a 
deliberately makeshift and provisional appearance. He 
frequently adds found materials, such as photographs or 
magazine clippings, to the surfaces – yet with a less overly 
political strive than his Swiss colleague Hirschhorn.  

A key concern in Pernice’s work is the way 
architecture conditions and controls us - walkways, sign 
boards, shelters, cranes and concrete pillars or shells that 
host plants in the public realm. There also seems to be a 
reoccurring interest in the architectural models from the 
second part of the 20th century. This can be observed 
when Pernice introduces the unappealing surroundings 
from the city of Haldensleben, East Germany, by 
exhibiting pottery from a workshop in the city, dated pre-
1989. Artists there weren’t given the freedom of creation 
but forced to create objects of use value. The show at 
Museum Ludwig in Cologne somehow oddly created a 
monument to the city of Haldensleben and its people, a 
place nobody would really be interested in was it not for 
the artists uncanny homage. 



The occupation with East German design issues 
continues in another project for which Pernice 
documented the short history of the last GDR housing 
block built in Berlin („Hässliche Luise“, Galerie Neu, 
2004), a city with an abundance of ideologically laden 
architecture, most of which is disappearing slowly (like for 
example current dismantling of the Volkspalast in Berlin 
Mitte). In his presentation at the gallery the artist gave 
voice to those who were living in the block and exhibited 
elements from its playground in the backyard of the 
exhibition space. Korean artist Haegue Yang, who also 
lives in Berlin, recently compared Pernice’s sculptures to 
apartment buildings in Seoul that “house different lives 
and thoughts of different singularities”. (Space 3/07) 
Indeed his sculptures will not mean anything to viewers 
who do not imagine what’s inside. The artist himself 
stresses the fact that he wants to revalue contexts where 
design existed and create monuments for them. However 
in contrast to many of his peers trying to rework 
modernist aesthetics of design and architecture within 
strictly formal parameters in Pernice’s works one 
identifies signifiers of the social, economic and political 
‘shells’ of the world as equally relevant.  

Pernice’s work conveys nostalgia for the aesthetics of 
East Germany and the labor culture as well as an 
industrial materiality. Yet his ideas are humble and like 
his works do not attempt to show off. Perhaps this is why 
albeit his international frequent exhibits, Pernice remains 
overlooked by many in the art world. 
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